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D E D I C A T I O N

T  his book is dedicated to my mother, Queen Rosette Pierre, 
the queen of all queens in my life� I wish you were here to wit-
ness your son release his second book� It wouldn’t have been 

possible without your grace and love all over me� Moreover, I would 
like to dedicate the motivation for writing this book to my future 
wife, the mother of my future children�

In honor of our mother, my family is hopeful that the Queen 
Rosette Pierre Scholarship will be available for single mothers and 
fathers from the Caribbean who desire to attend school� The funds 
will pay for childcare and/or books to help ease the financial burden 
that comes with seeking a higher education ($1,000 or more, per 
student)� Growing up, my mother couldn’t find anyone in our fam-
ily to babysit us, so she had to quit cosmetology school� For every 
purchase of this book, two dollars will go toward The Rosette Pierre 
Scholarship�

I would also like to give honor and recognition to all the women 
who have tapped into their divine feminine powers�
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F O R E W O R D

“What type of Queen are you?”

T  he King/Queen theme is dear to my heart, as I believe we 
all can become one; we are all gods and goddesses, but to 
become a King or a Queen, we must reach our highest level 

of consciousness (located at the crown chakra)� At this point, there’s 
nothing we cannot achieve together!

The 7 Types of Queen Kings Desire will help you identify your 
Queen type, to help you attract your ideal King; knowing how to 
identify a King from a frog will save you tons of wasted time and 
inner-g, and prevent repeated heartache�

King Kevin Dorival takes you on a journey of self-discovery to 
identify your Queen-type; prepare to take on the spiritual role you 
should play in the lives of those around you – especially your King!

By studying the lives of great Queens from the past such as 
Queen Nzinga, Harriet Tubman, Queen Candace, Winnie Mandela, 
Queen Auset, and the First Lady Michelle Obama, you will learn 
how to assist the King in your life to MANifest his desires – but this 
is not all one-sided; Kings and Queen serve each other! If you seek to 
cultivate a healthy, fulfilling, loving, long-term relationship, there are 
certain qualities you need to have, or develop� King Kevin will show 
you how powHERful your words are, which can build him up, and 
help raise him to Kingly status (or break him down)� Making your 
home a throne for your King is also a part of your Queenly duties� 
Including spiritual practices, such as praying for and with him will 
help cultivate a bond between you both, and knowing how to keep 
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his eyes from straying (as men are visual creatures), is also part of 
your Queenly charms�

Once you identify what type of Queen you are, you can best 
know what type of King you wish to attract! Let King Kevin help you 
build a solid foundation to your lasting empire – your relationship!

 Queen Cezanne Taharqa aka Cezanne Poetess
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

“Mothers are the bread of life, the milk of renewed 
strength, the one that not only fed you but clothes 

you as well.” – Dr. Ishakamusa Barashango

M any have asked, “What made you write a book about 
women?” To be honest, I wrote this book after my heart 
was broken and shattered by a young lady I thought 

was in love with me for the long ride� I couldn’t believe she wanted 
to remove herself from our picture-perfect world� As a king, I was 
ready to give her half of my kingdom, while showing her off to the 
world� On the outside, she looked fit for a king; but internally, her 
world was a dungeon begging to be cleansed of the foul spirits from 
past pains that quietly tormented her� Unbeknownst to me, she was 
silently screaming she was not ready to jump the broom� I fell from 
our “Love Plane” after this realization� Love gave me a natural high I 
never experienced prior to this relationship�

Before my broken eagle’s wing healed, I began to write about 
my pain, my frustration, and my world without her sunshine� I even-
tually snapped out of it, but it gave me valuable energy and content 
for the book you are about to read�

This book was originally a dating manual for spiritually strong 
people trying to keep it holy (celibacy) before marriage, which is dif-
ficult for many� However, after the breakup, I redirected my energy 
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toward finding the perfect woman for me� As you open this treasure 
chest of knowledge, be prepared to unlock the answer to the question:

“What type of queen am I?”

As 7 Types of Queens, Kings Desire began to take flight, I realized 
I had something special on my hands� This book will foster stron-
ger relationships, communities, parenting skills, and more fulfilling 
marriages by empowering both women and men� I’ve come to under-
stand that we can’t just tell people something is important – we need 
show them� It helps to bring the message home� Comprehension is a 
beautiful thing� It is needed for the future of our children� Without 
it, we could face a tomorrow where everyone is detached from the 
real world — a society dependent upon text messages, emails, and 
social media as the only means of building and sustaining relation-
ships� This book aims to fight for our daughters’ consciousness, dig-
nity, and self-respect�

There are many aspects that a great woman brings into a rela-
tionship: wisdom, grace, love, home-cooked meals for the soul, etc� 
The feminine energy has the power to manifest everything it places 
its heart to� Most men must try extra hard to internalize things, 
unless it becomes an enemy and a threat to what they care about� 
As you read these pages you will learn about some of the greatest 
women who have walked on this planet� Some of them found their 
greatest strengths leading wars against invading nations, while others 
are powerful players in the corporate world� But all of them have one 
thing in common: they found their awesomeness in their feminine 
energy!

Having sex and home-cooked meals at the dinner table are 
sacred ceremonial traditions that have lasted thousands of years, but 
society has transformed them into hobbies or pastimes� Nowadays, 
people are just satisfied with eating fast food, juicy text messages, and 
quickies� Get it done and over with� An African proverb states, “we 
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must go back and reclaim our past so we can move forward; so that 
we understand why and how we came to be who we are today�”

Today, our world needs more successful, loving marriages so 
that our youth will have great examples of what defines a good 
marriage� Why focus on marriages and not just great relationships? 
Marriage requires commitment� It takes time to cultivate marriage, 
and it brings families together� Most importantly, a great marriage 
adds light to the community, which is comprised of good communi-
cation, teamwork, sacrifices, compromises, morals, and loyalty�

Having a lasting marriage isn’t the answer to all our societal 
problems, but I firmly believe it will alleviate many difficulties we 
face today� Everyone under this union will be groomed for excel-
lence� Goddesses, gods, queens, kings, mothers, fathers, daughters, 
and sons will have a better chance to be the best version of them-
selves� When a union takes place between two gods representing the 
feminine and masculine, they’ll be able to create anything the two of 
them place their minds and energies toward�

During my studies, I researched several types of queens that 
powerful kings desire, specifically African kings like pharaoh 
Akhenaten of ancient Egypt (1353 B�C� – 1362 B�C�), husband of 
Queen Nefertiti, all the way up to the 44th President of the United 
States, Barack Obama and First Lady, Michelle Obama� Based on the 
questions and discussions I’ve had over multiple years with happily 
married men and proud bachelors, I’ve produced some very interest-
ing perspectives�

Throughout history, many of the greatest ideas of the world 
manifested from the inspiration of women behind the scenes� Coretta 
Scott King pushed Dr� Martin Luther King, Jr� to march from Selma 
to Montgomery, Alabama� King Xerxes built one of the seven won-
ders of the ancient world, The Hanging Gardens, for his Queen 
Amyitis� These are just two examples out of many great feats� A third 
example came from a series on the King Kevin Show about what 
men desire and what they look for in a wife with Molesey Crawford, 
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creator of the Queen Code™� When part three of the show came 
around, titled 7 Types of Queens, Kings Desire, the idea to write a book 
on the subject hit me like a treasure chest of blessings� Mrs� Crawford 
played a significant role in pushing me in this direction� She wouldn’t 
allow me to be quiescent with an idea as hot as this one�

I thank God for women like her who see the hidden greatness 
in most men, pull it out of them, and bring it into existence, which 
is the quintessence of a woman’s role to her man� The same goes for 
a man’s role toward his queen�

Single, good women yearn to know the answers to the follow-
ing questions: What do good men desire from a woman? How can 
I become the queen of my man’s dreams? And most interestingly, 
how can I get a king to court me without telling him directly? These 
are valid questions, and to be honest, Google, Facebook, nor the 
Internet can answer them…only your spirit can� Now if you’re won-
dering, how can my spirit lead me to my soul mate, my king, my 
destiny, it’s going to require some deep down, real-life soul search-
ing to find your soul mate and king, or to allow your soul mate to 
find you� You may have to reduce the amount of clutter, cosmetics, 
and distractions surrounding you� Your spirit will need a chance to 
breathe in and breathe out�

Spirit  and Energies

Because I’m going to use the terms spirit and energy frequently 
throughout this book, I will explain what they mean to me� Allow 
me to give you this caveat first� I’m not promoting any religions or 
denouncing them� I’m going to simply state proven information� 
However, I will explain my belief system�

The spirit consists of unified energy forces that transport intelli-
gence� Society should not confuse it with hocus pocus, ghosts, or talk 
of dead ancestors� Some people have a foul spirit, while others have 
a righteous one� This is also true of one’s energy� There are too many 
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spirits to name, and I will explain several types of spirits women 
once possessed in abundance during times of antiquity� However, my 
focus will remain on the positive and beauteous types of spirits� This 
book was designed to elevate your spirit and mind to a higher level of 
conscious and teach you solutions to issues single women encounter 
today, while also providing solid solutions to adopt higher standards 
for your relationship goals�

There are men out here who are sent by the enemy to try and 
break you down and pull you from the seat of your throne – diminish 
your light� This book will guide you through history and teach you 
how to deflect males that carry this type of negative spirit and energy� 
Some of you have been trying to figure out how to understand the 
aforementioned� Contrary to belief or the roles many women have 
been taught, your role in life and your power aren’t limited to the 
kitchen or the bedroom� It is channeling the energy God blessed 
every one of you with to give birth to ideas and new life� As a woman, 
you have the life-giving power—naturally� This should not be taken 
for granted�

Ladies, queens, and mademoiselles, at some point in your life 
you will have to determine what type of queen you are, and then 
figure out what type of queen you want to become before you settle 
down� A man won’t appreciate you if you don’t embrace your qual-
ities first� You’re going to have to conduct some serious soul search-
ing� Take the time to analyze your strengths, and acknowledge your 
weaknesses so that you can work on them; by knowing them, you’ve 
already won half the battle�

Queen Auset and the First Lady Michelle Obama carry the 
same powerful love energy that every man of vision seeks� I want you 
to find the level of your love energy, and then increase it until you 
reach full capacity� This will enable you to catch your love plane in 
stride with the man you’re destined to be with rather than desperate 
to be with� A love plane is created by the synchrony and harmony 
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of two people involved with each other� You can evaluate and uplift 
your relationship to higher heights�

The frequencies and vibrations of people are like radio station 
airwaves� Some airwaves are clean and clear, a pleasure to tune in 
to, while others are fuzzy and require a lot of work to understand, 
making communication difficult – draining your energy� Then, there 
are stations you should give up on, because you will never be able to 
understand their frequency to comprehend what is being commu-
nicated to you� The latter will cause you to constantly lower your 
frequency level (your energy) to communicate with a particular man� 
The next thing you know, the people in your circle won’t be able to 
understand why your light has dimmed or they’ll wonder what hap-
pened to the aura they once admired� Usually the only people who 
can get close enough to dim our light are those we have a relationship 
with: boyfriends, husbands, coworkers, and/or neighbors�

Check for vibrations (vibes) of those around you on a regular 
basis as if you are a walking thermometer, reading the temperament 
of everyone around you� Vibrations are the auras of an individual(s)� 
The infectious smile of a person projects a positive vibration, and a 
frown gives a depressed, negative vibe� Surround yourself with those 
who keep your vibrations high� Discard those who diminish your 
vibe if they serve no purpose in your life� Meaning, if you never saw 
or spoke to them again, will it impact your life?

You will learn how to focus your invisible energy 
to wake up the righteous queen in you.

There is a divine alignment between the feminine and mascu-
line energies – our spirits� It’s like a car having two flats on the same 
side, and then finally pumping air into both tires to fix the flat� Do 
you think the car began to drive just a little or a lot faster to its 
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destination? The air in your tires represents your energy� There are 
people sent to deflate your energy� Notice how some people take a lot 
more effort to deal with than others; you should prepare yourself to 
interact with them, otherwise it’s better to avoid them by any means 
necessary� Many women are in relationships with men who are the 
antithesis of love and positive energy� You could end up in a dispir-
ited union for the rest of your life� I’m here to encourage you so that 
the chances are slim that this will happen�

I wrote this book for women, young and old, all over the world 
to soak up wisdom, power, and knowledge in hopes that they will 
apply it to their lives� As a result, your husband or soon-to-be-king 
will benefit tremendously� Knowledge is food to the brain, just as 
water contains vital nutrients for flowers and plants: the more you 
know the more you grow� A woman who can stimulate her mind 
will stimulate her man as well� This stimulation will last longer than 
any bedroom episode� Cavemen will hate this book due to their male 
chauvinistic dogma, but on the other hand, a modern man would 
appreciate the knowledge and research placed into this book� In fact, 
he will appreciate having a woman who aligns with what most great 
men desire in a queen�

We all can reign with the life we’ve been given on earth� There 
is no reason we should struggle to have faith in the Creator and what 
has been promised to us, including God’s promise to bring you a 
king worthy of your presence, power, grace, energy, sacred fluids, 
and finger-licking good food� This king will fight for your honor, 
contend for the future family you two will create, and protect your 
new world of blessings�

Why the Number Seven

Nonetheless, the number seven represents divine connection� 
It’s the number of perfection and divine completion� God rested 
on the seventh day� There are seven seas, seven continents, and 
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seven chakras� In Japan, there are Seven Lucky Gods� The spectrum 
is divided into seven colors, and seven colors make up a rainbow� 
There are seven major parts of the heart and brain and seven layers to 
our skin� Our body replaces all cells every seven years� The Seventh 
Heaven comes from a divine completion—Jesus was said to have 
made seven statements before he died on the cross� If the number 
seven was important to The Creator, then it should be important to 
you and me� The 7-Eleven convenience store was founded in 1927� I 
was born on the 7th of February�

Ladies, you will either establish or increase your king-building 
capabilities� Most men must build something in their lives to feel 
adequate; without you it will be impossible� This book will infuse 
you with knowledge of handpicked queens who paved the way from 
the ancient world to modern times� Increasing your consciousness 
will be your responsibility� I am just a humble messenger guiding you 
in the right direction�

Thanks for supporting me, and I hope you enjoy the 7 Types 
Queens, Kings Desire�
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Mother God

The thought of the Creator being addressed 
as Mother God, maybe be shocking to many 
but this is how “God,” the Creator was orig-

inally worshipped in ancient times.

T he mother god was venerated because the main source of 
trade and stability was agriculture related to fertility� The role 
of the woman changed along with society� As wars became 

more frequent, the world became a male dominated society and so 
did the deities� Our true powers are in the unseen world, which is 
where our spirits are fighting or giving up on battles that we cannot 
see with our physical eyes; but our intuition can sense when some-
thing good or bad is happening� The trick is to be in tune with your 
spirit, the god within you� Don’t be afraid� Believe in the Creator 
and the Creator’s power inside of you� To be truly robust and reclaim 
your divine power as Mother Goddess, you must follow the laws of 
nature to assist you in purification, thereby becoming one with the 
Most High’s almighty power�
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With a balanced life, diet, personal and impersonal skills, tem-
perance, prudence, purity, and self-control, you’ll be on your way to 
reach sophrosyne, which is an ancient Greek concept of an ideal of 
excellence of soundness and character of mind� Our society today 
needs our queens back on their throne more now than ever� Homes 
are in disarray, and the men are running aimlessly everywhere except 
to their families�

Many ancient traditions, such as in Alkebulan (known as Africa 
today), believed all answers to our problems could be found from 
within� Many of our women today are operating in a spirit of fear� 
The most dangerous type of person to encounter is one consumed 
with fear� Fear can produce erratic and spontaneous behavior in both 
men and women� As men, we go through a lot to make our women 
happy, even if it means concealing that we are also scared� We all 
have something from the past we fear, but it must not supersede our 
faith, which will guide us into the future� In fact, it may be necessary 
to love the hell right out of him� That may be a little difficult, but 
for starters, you’ll have to use your powers as a goddess to keep his 
energy focused�

In retrospect, men of modern society still must go out hunting 
aka bringing home the bacon by means of entrepreneurship or find-
ing work� A check represents power and respect� Instead of hauling 
a two hundred-pound buffalo home, we do our best to bring home 
checks� Today, more women are bringing home the bacon than ever 
before (no pun attended), and depending on the industry, the checks 
are larger in many cases� With the recent downturn of the economy 
and children to take care of – all hands must be on deck! An influx 
of businesses owned by African American women is on the horizon; 
data shows an increase of 322% since 1997, making black queens the 
fastest growing group of entrepreneurs in the U�S�!1

In Will Durant’s rare book, The Oriental Heritage: The Story 
of Civilization, he wrote, “Children were economic assets, and men 
gathered wives to draw children from them like interest� Wives and 
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Goddess

“A goddess is female being believed to be the 
source of life and being and worshiped as a deity.”

A female god or deity.
A greatly admired or adored woman.

A woman of great beauty.

W omen were highly revered, and it was a sacrilege to disre-
spect her – punishable by death� This high respect toward 
women in the ancient world projected Black women as 

queens of the universe and goddesses� The continuation of life was 
possible through the womb of a woman� Their statue was so import-
ant that both men and women would kiss the ground they walked 
up� The Ashanti tribe (located in central Ghana) is a perfect example� 
They believed that the bond between mother and child was the key-
stone of all social relationships�1

Furthermore, the role of the woman as the “sacred vessel” was 
expressed and depicted in mutliple ways by the priests throughout 
many ancient cultures and high civilizations� Women were valued 
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Cooking Queen

Cooking is therapeutic and has magical powers!

D uring a trip to the grocery store with a female acquain-
tance, I bumped into one of my favorite high school 
teachers in the vegetable aisle� I hadn’t seen Ms� Hall since 

I graduated in 1999� After we hugged, I asked her if she still taught 
Home Economics�

“Not anymore, Kevin,” she said� “I retired back in 2001 so that 
I could enjoy my life� I feel bad sometimes about leaving because 
these women today don’t know how to cook, sow, or take care of 
home, and the sad part is no one is teaching them� They can’t know if 
they aren’t being taught like when you were in school� Many schools 
removed Home Economics out of the curriculum because the school 
boards didn’t see it as important�”

Before we parted ways, she told me, “I hope you find a woman 
who loves to cook�”

Ms� Hall still understood the importance and benefits of a 
home-cooked meal, and she valued the tradition� There is no substi-
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Spiritual Queen

A Cherokee Proverb:

A woman’s highest calling is to lead a man to his des-
tiny. A man’s highest calling is to protect his woman 

so that she can roam the earth as free as a bird.

W omen were always related to the bird because it was believed 
that it could fly into heaven and back into earth – angels� 
The significance of bringing what is in the spiritual world 

of heaven into the physical dimension gives you an unbelievable 
amount of power�

Every spiritual man wants to have a woman who will pray for 
him and with him� Incorporating faith makes the relationship a lot 
more enticing and interesting� For example, a husband and wife 
in Ancient Egypt went into a room, lit up incense, and meditated 
before they proceeded to pray to God to bless their union� They also 
offered up prayers for wisdom and strategy, as well as prayers of grat-
itude to show their thankfulness for life� After they finished praying, 
they proceeded to make love to intertwine their spirits deeper� This 
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A King Builder

“Are you his backbone or backbreaker?”

Your encouragement is never-ending and creates eternal happi-
ness� As tough as a man may think he is, males need morale 
boosting throughout our lives; an occasional pep talk to keep 

our vision intact� At some point of your life, the art of cheerleading 
will come in handy as a friend� A woman’s energy is the difference 
between a man defeating his Goliath or succumbing to him�

In the Bible, King David’s motivation for fighting Goliath was 
King Saul’s daughter, Princess Michal� He was going to fight Goliath 
anyway, however, through gaining the princess’s hand in marriage he 
knew for a fact that he would soon become what almost every man 
desires to be – a bona fide king and a huge blessing to his bloodline 
for generations to come�
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Woman of Faith

Y ears ago, I had the pleasure of listening to Terri Foye, an inspi-
rational speaker and author from Texas� Mrs� Foye came to my 
church during a conference to encourage us to believe in our 

dreams� This beautiful, small-framed, squeaky-voiced white woman 
blessed us with a powerful message that left a positive impact on our 
lives, even to this day�

“See with the eye of faith, speak what you see in the spiritual 
realm until you see it in the natural,” she told the audience� “The 
ideas come first, and the visions come second!”

Her lecture on pulling our ideas into the physical realm was 
extremely powerful, and it’s a lesson I never forgot� I learned that 
every creative idea manifested started as a thought before it became a 
reality� I am excited about teaching you how to pull those ideas into 
the physical realm in the upcoming chapters�

Mrs� Foye taught the congregation about the art of visualizing 
and seeing the world with your third eye – “eyes of faith�” One of 
the most attractive attributes a woman can bring to the table is her 
vision and the ability to see beyond the current obstacles to envision 
the possibilities� Kings throughout ancient history went on vigorous 
“queen hunting” adventures for women with the gift of clairvoyance, 
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Natural Queen

Beauty is the way you make people feel 
and how you feel about yourself. Beauty 

is your spirit – it’s your soul.

A  natural queen, a conscious sister, understands her role 
in nature and life on a global scale� Once upon a time, 
before all the chemicals, perms, and weaves were so popu-

lar with women of African descent, hair was perceived as an antenna� 
Rastafarians see their dreadlocks as high-tension wires, which trans-
mit divine energy and inspiration from Jah (God) the creator� If our 
body is the temple of God, our hair is the natural crown�

Why would you wear weaves and extensions year-round and 
hide your crown from the sun? That’s like hiding your plants from 
the sun’s nutrients that it needs to grow� Everything about you is part 
of your feminine beauty; your look, style, and smile represents your 
brand�

I know many women will want to throw a shoe at me for saying 
what I am about to say� As a king, I view women who choose not 
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Sexy Queen

“Knowing her is to touch her with-
out touching her, really touches her.”

– Anonymous Author

E  very woman has sexy features� Every woman is beautiful� 
Every woman has energy that possesses its own unique flavor, 
vibration, and authenticity�

What skills and talents make you different from the next 
woman? Men are visual creatures, so we are paying close attention 
to every detail of your wardrobe when you think we are not� Maybe 
it’s a certain type of dress that you wear or a meal that you cook 
exceptionally well that makes your man’s liver quiver� Use it to your 
advantage in securing your king, but don’t let it be the end-all� Many 
guys are philanderers just looking for a woman to play wifey, but they 
have no intention to marry her�

Show him how much more your intelligence and skillset will 
greatly benefit him and the empire you two will build together� A 
man with vision will find this aspect about you attractive� The family 
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Serving Queen

A wife of noble character who can find?  
She is worth far more than rubies.

– Proverbs 31:10

W hen you are serving your king, you are serving God� The 
same goes when your man is serving you as his queen� The 
female and male relationship is a union of God that rep-

resents the balance of the spirit, mind, and body� It is important for 
women to understand this concept, as you are the creators of the 
home where balance is perfected� The art of serving doesn’t stop with 
your mate, but it is also important to serve your community�

In the book of Genesis, the Bible talks about how Abraham sent 
his most trusted servant to find a good wife for his son� Abraham’s 
wife, Sarah, had passed away, and he gave specific instructions to 
prohibit his son from marrying any Canaanite women� The family’s 
bloodline was at stake� Perhaps the ways of the Canaanite women 
disgusted him, such as what or whom they worshipped or how 
they carried themselves or treated their guests� Abraham revered his 
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Wise Queen

I n the classic relationship book, Men Are from Mars, Women Are 
from Venus, Dr� Robert Gray cleverly created a score chart for 
women to use�
I’ve used a mental score card ever since I can remember to give 

and take away points from a young lady I dated� She’ll get “cool 
points” if she loves to wear dresses, shows kindness, avoids selfishness, 
loves to cook, and wears her natural hair� Dr� Gray broke it down 
to help women understand vulnerable situations, such as becoming 
more supportive and less condescending toward their man� In other 
words, instead of upper cutting their man when he makes a mistake, 
use wisdom to look at the silver lining and help him understand how 
he screwed up�

Here are some examples of the score card:
Number four: He gets lost, but she sees the good in the situa-

tion and says, “We would never have seen this beautiful sunset if we 
had taken the most direct route�” (20-30 points)

Number fifteen: When he asks her to do something, she says yes 
and stays in a good mood (10 points)�

My two favorites are numbers seventeen and eighteen: She is 
happy to see him when he gets home and greets him with a warm 
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Energy of 
Both Worlds

M en and women give and receive energy in waves and 
cycles differently� Energy cannot be destroyed or created; 
however, the flow of it can be magnified or decreased 

in our lives� Energy is indestructible� Everything becomes simple to 
understand when it’s broken down to energy� Understanding what 
type of energy your partner is bringing into your world makes a 
difference�

“You took the words right out of my mouth!”

Have you ever spoken with a friend or family member who said 
something you were just about to say?

This happens when you are around people who are operating on 
the same wavelength or are in tune with your vibrational frequency� 
It’s a beautiful experience when you don’t have to fully explain every-
thing because you’re building an empire with someone who com-
pletely understands you – they get it! This may take months, years, 
or even decades, but it must happen to build up your relationship’s 
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What is Love 
& Marriage?

R elationships are a game of power, until you both put your 
walls down� Your companion can’t really get to know your 
authentic self until he gets past your walls� We all need walls 

because it helps us defend ourselves from fake love� Real love gives 
us a sense of hope and purpose� There is no hope without love� Love 
is a natural high� Love makes you glow� Love exemplifies beauty and 
euphoria� Love can make you sing, dance, and embarrass yourself 
without a care in the world� Love gives people hope for a brighter 
day� It’s liberating and can strengthen a person’s character� To be filled 
with love is to be filled with God, because God is love� Love is the 
greatest gift we can give to one another�

Love is a universal language� Love doesn’t flow out of the heart 
like movies and cartoons want us to believe� The term love is abstract 
because you can’t physically touch, feel, smell, or hold love, yet there 
are tons of marriages based on the concept of love� The late legend-
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42  L aws of  MAAT:

1. I have not committed sin.

2. I have not committed robbery with violence.

3. I have not stolen.

4. I have not slain men or women.

5. I have not stolen food.

6. I have not swindled offerings.

7. I have not stolen from God/Goddess.

8. I have not told lies.

9. I have not carried away food.

10. I have not cursed.

11. I have not closed my ears to truth.

12. I have not committed adultery.

13. I have not made anyone cry.

14. I have not felt sorrow without reason.

15. I have not assaulted anyone.

16. I am not deceitful.

17. I have not stolen anyone’s land.

18. I have not been an eavesdropper.

19. I have not falsely accused anyone.

20. I have not been angry without reason.

21. I have not seduced anyone’s wife.

22. I have not polluted myself.
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23. I have not terrorized anyone.

24. I have not disobeyed the Law.

25. I have not been exclusively angry.

26. I have not cursed God/Goddess.

27. I have not behaved with violence.

28. I have not caused disruption of peace.

29. I have not acted hastily or without thought.

30. I have not overstepped my boundaries of concern.

31. I have not exaggerated my words when speaking.

32. I have not worked evil.

33. I have not used evil thoughts, words, or deeds.

34. I have not polluted the water.

35. I have not spoken angrily or arrogantly.

36. I have not cursed anyone in thought, word or deeds.

37. I have not placed myself on a pedestal.

38. I have not stolen what belongs to God/Goddess.

39. I have not stolen from or disrespected the deceased.

40. I have not taken food from a child.

41. I have not acted with insolence.

42. I have not destroyed property belonging to God/Goddess.
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A b o u t  t h e  A u t h o r :

King Kevin Dorival is the president of Courage to Believe 
International, Inc., (http://www.thecouragetobelieve.com), a 501(c)
(3) non-profit organization that provides mentoring, educational 
enrichment, and chess programs for at-promise youths and young 
adults. We serve South Florida communities and Haiti between the 
ages of 12 to 21. We provide preventative and intervention programs 
and services to successfully create positive changes in the lives of our 
participants. For bookings, contact us at: 7queens7kings@gmail.com

Available Books, Products, and Services Coming Soon:

•	 “7 Types of Queens, Kings Desire - 2017

•	 “7 Types of Kings, Queens Desire - 2018

•	 Children’s book: “King Kevin’s Courage” - 2017

•	 Documentary: “The Courage to Believe: Never Give 
Up” – 7/2017

•	 Stage Play: The Courage to Believe – Available Now

•	 Book: The Courage to Believe – Available on iTunes, Amazon, 
Paperback Now

•	 Support: Annual Black-on-Black Crime Solutions Panel 
Movement

•	 C2B Chess Club & Mentoring Program
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Life  Skills  Workshops/ 
Lectures :

How to Find the King & Queen in You

How to Stay Focused While in The Fires of Life

Black Authors That Paved the Way

History of the Caribbean

Avoid Police Brutality

Create Your Future

Black-on-Black Crime Solutions

10 Ways to Find Courage

Get Your Book Published NOW!
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Speak With Me And Get 
Inspired On Social  Net works :

Facebook: “Kevin Dorival” & “7 Types of Queens, Kings Desire”
Instagram: @7Queens7Kings
Twitter: @7Queens7Kings
Google +: Kevin Dorival
YouTube/Subscribe: Kevin Dorival
Linked: Kevin Dorival
Black Planet: Courage2Believe
GoodReads: Courage2Believe
Tumblr: Courage2Believe

If you enjoyed the book, please let your opinions be heard on 
Amazon.com, BN.com, GoodReads.com, and where ever books 
are sold. Request 7 Types of Queens, Kings Desire at your local 
bookstore/library.

For Speaking, Coaching, Marketing Services, or Workshop 
Inquires, contact me at: 7queens7kings@gmail.commailto:7queens7 
kings@gmail.com

mailto:7queens7kings@gmail.com
If you found mistakes in this book, or have suggestions and/

or comments, please contact me at: 7queens7kings@gmail.com - 
Subject: Book Advice

Want to stay up-to-date with what’s going on in my career, or 
the latest projects? Sign up for my newsletter: 7queens7kings@gmail.
com - Include “Signup” Subject in the line.

HOTEP & BLESSINGS TO YOU & YOUR FAMILY!
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